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HAPPY NEW MONTH!
October is HERE; this has to be my favorite month besides

my birthday month (July) lol, it's WITCHY SNZ. But it's also

Libra season and Scorpio season. October, like every other

month, has two zodiacs within the month. Again, both signs

are within October Libra SNZ at the beginning of October

and Scorpio SNZ at the end of October. Libra SNZ is all

about Balance and Equality. Scorpio SNZ is all about

Evolving. October 2021 in numerology, operating under the

six frequency. What does this mean? Six is conscientious;

the number six desires harmony, truth, justice, and a sense

of balance in its environment. 
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Libra also desires these qualities. Scorpio, the water sign,

inspires us to merge in union with another person. This can

happen physically, emotionally, mentally, and spiritually. The

six frequency also wants a close companion, marriage,

home, and family where beauty and harmony prevails.  A

need for group harmony and services to the community is

innate this month. So October will bring into focus family,

home, and relationships (community relations is also a

focus). How are our relationships balanced? And how are

they evolving? Here is your theme for the month, and let's

not forget to mention we still have retrogrades happening,

Mercury until Oct 18th, Saturn Oct 10th, Jupiter Oct 18th,

Pluto Oct 6th (New Moon in Libra Energy). Two more will be

with us until the end of this year and into the beginning of

next year; these planets are Neptune and Uranus. We will

get more into this in the retrograde section. And I can not

end this intro without the mention of HALLOWEEN. You will

learn throughout this monthly digest the origins of what we

now know as Halloween.



Retrograde
Four planets will be going direct this month, Mercury, Saturn,

Jupiter, and Pluto. Don't forget that we will have two more planets

in retrograde, and it's Neptune and Uranus. Let touch on how this

retrograde will affect us this October. We spoke about October and

how we will be forced to focus on family, home, relationships,

balance, and harmony. Mercury being in retrograde will focus on

our need to communicate better in our homes and close

relationships. Saturn being in retrograde, we want to consider our

long-term family goals and bring discipline into our home. Jupiter

will have us evaluating unfinished business and considering our next

steps to expanding our lives and relationships. Pluto, oh Pluto, this

planet usher in death and rebirth to our family and relationships, so

this month, either your relationships will end or be reborn and are

going to come out more vital than ever.  Pluto also asks us to

declutter our lives, so take this month to do just that in your home.

Neptune peels away the veil of our rose-colored glasses. We will

see people but especially family and friends for who and what they

are, no chaser. And Uranus will make sure that we make changes in

our family's life by using our intuition and guidance of our spiritual

court.
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AUTUM  
 RETROGRADES
A time to manifest 
 harmony within your
home life.
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New Moon in Libra 
October brings in the new moon in Libra on October 6th.

Now, as we know, the new moon brings in new energy. And

this new moon's energy is about setting goals on hows to

communicate within your relationships and finding balance

in your life. This is especially true because we are in

retrogrades. During this new moon, balance is vital in all

areas of your life. So make sure your rituals this month are

in alignment with relationships, family, home, and harmony.

To keep balance in your life, ask yourself some questions;

have I been speaking too aggressively or passive? If this is

the case, aim to learn to communicate being more

assertively. If you have been working too hard, rest up. If

your mind has been scattered, then it is time to focus with

breathwork. The key is balance.
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Full Moon In Aries(Blood Moon)
October brings the Blood Moon ( a time of hunting), the time when the deer shed

their antlers and begin the rut; this is the time we have the compelling drive to

create a new life that supersedes the death of winter. If you see more room for

growth, then take action on it! During the full moon in Aries, we are asked to create

true balance and take stock of our progress in the new moon cycle or over the past

year.

Libra and Aries are polarities, while Libra is all about relationships with others, the

opposite sign, Aries, is all about your relationship with yourself. Aries energy can

help you be very decisive and clear about what you need. Libra energy can help you

keep in mind other people's needs as well. With both of these energy highlighted at

the full moon, true diplomacy can be achieved. Make sure that for this full moon,

you set healthy boundaries; what projects, relationships, appointments, or work do

you want to say Yes to? which ones do you want to say No to? Use this time for

decisiveness and clarity to find balance in your life.
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MESSAGE 
It's all about family,
home, relationships,
balance, and harmony.

Halloween, as we know it today, dates back to the ancient Celtic people. It was known

as The Festival of Samhain (pronounced sow-in). These ancient people lived over

2000 years ago, and Samhain was their new year. Today, we celebrate Halloween on

October 31st; in those days, what is now November 1st, was considered their new year.

The Celtic people didn't use the Gregorian calendar, so today's dates were used once

the Catholic Church ruled over these people. Instead of a dated calendar, the Celts

used the moon and seasons to denote the passing of time. Hence, Samhain refers to

the ending of summer, the time of harvest.

During the Festival of Samhain, costumes were worn to ward off roaming spirits. The

Celts would also burn crops and animals as sacrifices to their deities. The costumes

were worn to trick evil spirits into thinking people were other evil spirits. Once the

Roman Empire and the Catholic church began ruling the Celts, they added their

traditions. 

Samhain marked the end of summer, the harvest, and the beginning of the dark, cold

winter. The season was associated with a human death, their ancestral worship. Celts

believed on the night before the new year, the boundary between the worlds of the

living and the dead becomes blurred. The belief is the spirits of the dead return to

earth to be reunited with the living. This festival is a time to give thanks for the

harvest and the blessings afforded by the ancestors.

We can see just how the transition from Samhain and Halloween came about, for in

the 8th century; Pope Gregory declared November 1st was to be honored as All Saints

Day. The evening before All Saints Day was celebrated as All Hallowed Eve, Halloween.

This tradition, begun by the Catholic church, paved the way for what is known as

Halloween in the Christian world in the new world.
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 ANCESTRAL RITUAL
October 31st is a time when many people venerate their ancestors, regardless of

traditional practice. This day is an amazing night due to the multitude of energy being

produced towards the spiritual realm. It's a worldwide veneration of the dead and their

connection to us in this realm; this night would be a great time to cook food, place

drinks, flowers, water, candle, and anything else your spirit inspires you to do.

Prepare the offerings, and prepare the table, or find a place on the floor in any room in

your home. (PLEASE DO NOT PLACE IN YOUR BATHROOM, I'VE SEEN SOME

PRACTITIONERS DO THIS) Once you have your shrine set up, light your candle and begin

your veneration invocation.

       (You may use any words you wish, whatever comes from your heart, just an example

for you)

       GREETINGS AND GRATITUDE TO ALL OF MY ANCESTORS (NAME ALL YOU WISH)

        I HONOR ALL OF YOU; THAT'S PART OF MY BLOODLINE

        ALL OF YOU THAT HAVE COME BEFORE ME

        I AM GRATEFUL FOR ALL OF THE PROTECTION AND GUIDANCE YOU OFFER

        I CALL UPON ALL OF MY ANCESTORS; PLEASE LISTEN TO MY PRAYERS (speak your

need)

        I AM LISTENING FOR YOUR MESSAGES; HELP ME TO UNDERSTAND AND USE THEM

WISELY

         I THANK YOU FOR BRINGING ME MY VOICE AND MY STORY

         CONTINUE TO GUIDE AND PROTECT ME AND MY FAMILY

                                 ASE ASE ASE O!
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ZODIAC TAROT
READING
OCTOBER  2021 
What will October  2021
bring for your Sun sign.

October is going to focus again on family,

home, harmony, and balance. We will see

what spirit has for you this month for your

sun sign. Let's get after it.
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ARIES: TEN OF
CUPS 
What will October  2021
bring for your Sun sign.

Aries, this month The 10 of cups promises a time

of peace and prosperity. It is primarily a card of

happiness and foretells of a time when your life

will be filled with so much joy. Not only that, but

the glorious period indicated by the card is going

to endure. A wish you made is about to be

fulfilled, and everything will work out in the best

possible manner. Your relationships, both those

of a romantic nature and with close friends, are

going to become even more satisfying. The

10cups also have a strong association with family

life and domestic Harmony.
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TAURUS:  KING
OF PENTACLES 
What will October 2021
bring for your Sun sign.

Taurus, again like last month, you may be

feeling like you aren't being appreciated

for all that you do this month. You can be

putting in much effort and think that you

aren't getting any gratification. You may

have to deal with an unreasonable

employer, demanding children, friends, or

family. This is taking the fun out of

something that you once loved. You may

be rushing through your tasks just trying

to get through it. There is a need to start

setting and enforcing g healthy

boundaries. You can't help everyone, don't

let others take advantage of you.
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GEMINI: THREE
OF CUPS 
What will October 2021
bring for your Sun sign.

Gemini, you got the three of cups, yes a time for

celebration, laughter, fun, parties, flirtation, and

happy meetings. Marriages, long four

pregnancies, or a birth is indicated when the

three of cups appear. Reunions with family

members and old friends are subsidiary

meanings however for this month this is the

primary meeting due to us being in Libra and

Scorpio season. Also, we are under the global six

energy for the month of October. Ills are healed

old hostility put the rest in and a renewed sense

of peace and harmony are achieved. Three of

cups speaks of a time when your trouble seems

to just fade away in importance and when you

can indulge in a measure of carefree fun.
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CANCER: NINE OF
CUPS 
What will happen
October 2021 bring for
your Sun sign.

Cancer this month brings happiness into your life

cancer; when the nine of cup appears in a reading, you

can expect great joy to come your way. And your

popularity will begin become evident in your social life,

in particular, will benefit, because there are likely to be

celebrations, parties and plenty of visits to places of

entertainment. New people are likely to come into your

life, and you will find yourself surrounded by many new

friends. There is a sense of fun about this card, and the

nine of cups also suggest improvements in health and

mental attitude. When this happy card appears, open

your heart and mind to new ideas and experiences.
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LEO: NINE OF
WANDS 
What will October 2021
bring for your Sun sign.

Leo, if you’ve been stressed Westshore that

things will get better, this card promise that

if you continue to stand firm, then you will

win through all difficulties and achieve the

security instability that you have urine for. Be

patient, weigh and maintain your vigilance.

The point is that you are in a place of safety

at the moment. You can hold your position

because you’re indisputable. this card is also

good news for your self-confidence because

you know that you can deal with anything that

the world throws at you. 
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VIRGO: THE
HIEROPHANT 
What will October 2021
bring for your Sun sign.

Virgo, this month you will need to tap into your

inner knowing and intuition. It is a time to dive

deep into the abyss of yourself and develop

yourself emotionally and spiritually; some of you

may even commit to relationships. Now is your

opportunity to combine your mind and spirit and

ascend to a higher plane of consciousness. Be

kind to yourself and develop your talents. You

may have to confirm to an institution that you do

not necessarily want to. It may not be where you

want to be, but it is an opportunity to learn

yourself better and define your values. Tune into

yourself, and if you have been questioning

anything, know that you have the answer and

know when it is time to do what is right. 
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LIBRA: THE SIX
OF WANDS 
What will October 2021
bring for your Sun sign.

Libra, after a challenging time, the sixth

of one comes to tell you that there is

victory after the battle. The appearance

of this card gives you the chance to live

a little in your triumph, to experience

the satisfaction of success. It would be

best if you took the opportunity to

reflect on how complex you have

struggled to appreciate the fact that you

have to overcome it genuinely.
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SCORPIO: DEATH 
What will October 2021
bring for your Sun sign.

Scorpio, this month know that death of some

sort is on its way, maybe the passing away of

life, a relationship, outdated attitude, or a job.

The change may be shocking and unpleasant,

yet it will serve to seep away The outmoded

and will ultimately prove to be a blessing in

disguise. The old and restrictive are

consigned to the garbage cans of history, and

a new beginning is about to dawn. The death

card leaves no room for illusions of any sort.

It represents the ultimate reality
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SAGITTARIUS:
FIVE OF CUPS

What will October 2021
bring for your Sun sign.

Sagittarius, this month you will feel a

sense of irrevocable loss and the

consequent emotional distress. Likely,

fond affections have now soured, bringing

feelings of alienation and hostility into a

relationship. Indeed things may never be

quite the same. But the car is not all bad

news, but it does present its challenges. It

tells you not to cry over spilled milk, put

past hurt behind you, and turn your

attention to what remains. This may be

your chance to leave a situation that has

given you a little happiness. Strike out in a

different, more satisfying direction.
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CAPRICORN: EIGHT
OF SWORDS
What will OCtober 2021
bring for your Sun sign?

Capricorn, well, we know that the sword suit isn’t

the most pleasant, and this month the eight of

sword is no exception. A run of bad luck is indicated

here. You likely will feel trapped in some way by

circumstances that are beyond your control. You

may be perfectly aware of what is likely to happen

next but will be capable of preventing it. The

message here is “don’t panic!” it will not help! Only

patient effort will get you out of this dilemma.  

But there is a solution help is likely available to you

if you know where to look for it. It may be that pride

stand in your way of asking for assistance and if this

is so they prepared to eat some humble pie

Be rational and ask!
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AQUARIUS: THE
LOVERS 
What will October 2021
bring for your Sun sign.

Aquarius, a love affair of the heart, is indicated. A new

lover, a new relationship, and a deep emotional

commitment are indicated. Even if matters such as this

is farther from your mind, you will be surprised by the

intensity of the feeling that is to come. And the more

general sense the lover's care reveals that the time has

come to make an important decision that will affect the

rest of your life. There may be a conflict between your

duty and your heart's truest desire. This is an essential

matter because two paths lie before you. One of these

involves taking a significant risk, but the advantage is

that you could gain great happiness and emotional

fulfillment. The other path is far more conventional, as it

promises to continue your way of life as usual for you.

Then advantage of this path for safety and previously

established security. The first path offers excitement

and the other a calm, ordered pattern of life, one with

which you will inevitably become bored in the long run.

In these two very different choices, understand the logic

does not play much of a role. The heart should speak

and dominate the issue, so follow your feelings because

happiness will follow. And on another profound note,

the lover's car can also show the establishment of a very

close friendship that touches you deeply.
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PISCES: EIGHT
OF PENTALCES  
What will October 2021
bring for your Sun sign.

Pisces, Eight of coins the card of progress but

you were speaking of education. You’ll be called

upon to patiently learn new skills that will turn to

eventual profit. Work perform now will yield

great rewards in the future. The appearance of

this card heralds a new job and gaining

qualifications. Even if you don’t think that this is

the case, you will find that anything you learn at

the moment will have relevance to future career

moves. 
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CONJURED BOGO
SALE  

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
LIBRA/SCORPIO.

Bogo Conjured Oil Sale is happening
now until 10/12/2021.

Buy one oil and get the second one
free with the code:BOGO50

October 11th is 
INDIGENOUS PEOPLE'S DAY

SAVE 50% OFF THE ENTIRE STORE 
NO CODE NECESSARYY 
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SAVE 50% OFF 

10/13-10/14

USE CODE:TREAT 

 Being such a beautiful soul family, I would like to give you an exclusive

discount of 50% OFF everything in our Botanica for treat yourself day.

We thank you for your love and support.


